Abstract. Let H = it 1 0 < arg t <a) for a < ir and denote by M the class of rn-dimensional vector functions u = u(x,t)ofC°°(IR" x fl.) analytic in t E Ha and having polynomial growth in (X, t). Let A() (C E lie) be a square matrix of order m with polynomial elements. In the paper we define regularity and strictly regularity of the system 21 = A(D)u + I and prove its solvability in M for all f E M.
Introduction
In the following let JT'T be the set of natural numbers, NO = .1W U {0}, II a complex plane and, for 0 <a < it, na ={)o<arg.A<a} and Let A() (C E .1W') be a square matrix of order m with polynomial elements such that, for all C E IR", the roots .X ' (e),.. . , )tm(i) (some of them can coincide) of the characteristic equation det(AEm -A()) = 0 satisfy the conditions Ar+i(e),...,Am(e) ECH :=ll\fl (ii) where Em is the unit matrix of order m. The class M is defined as the set of vector functions
u(x,t)= (U I(_ ,Um(X,t)) of C°°(1R" x H0) analytic in t E H0 and satisfying the inequality
IDDu(x, t)I ^ c,k(1 + I x I) ( '\s82n
Here i = -../i, D denotes the complex analysis differentiation, c jk are nonnegative constants and , E R.
If in (1.2) -y is fixed, then the corresponding class we shall denote by M7 C M, and if u(x, t) u(t), then we have the classes N or N.
In the paper the problem of solvability of the system
Ou(x, t) =A(D)u(x,t)+f(x,t)
((x,t)E1R' xH0 ) (1.3)
with unknown u E M and given 1 E' M is considered. The system (1.3) satisfying condition (1.1) will be called Strictly regular and the number r will be àalled its order of regularity. When the condition (1.1) is violated only in a finite number of points, then the system (1.3) is said to be regular.
The main result of the paper looks as follows. Boundary value problems for system (1.3) with f 0, t € + = Itl t > O} are studied in [2, 3] and for t € Ha in [1] . It slould be noted that the operators which are not regular in the senceof [2, 3] can become regular in our case (t € H0 ). Par example the Helmholtz operator + k 2 with k > 0, where z = + j is the Laplacéan.
Indeed, we have A1,2(e) = -k 2 which implies r = 2 for lI k and r = 1 for Ifl > k. Now, by taking t€H0 (0<o< ) one can see that r=1 for all L±k. Another motivation for taking I € H 0 is the fact that the solutions of many boundary value problems in reality, can be extended analytically with respect to t to some angle;. Par example the solutiori 1u = u(x,t) of the Dirichiet problem u(x,0) = f(x) in the half plane in x 1R+ for the Laplace operator is analytic in t from the set It I I argt <
Some auxiliary propositions
Denote by Fe (p) the Laplace transform of a function f(t) from the class,N when arg t = 9, i.e. We have the following statement. From the representation -
for any function f E N and number s e N we deduce that g E N and g(1) (0) = 0 for anyjs. Let /3ENbe such that
Introduce the function
Now, if Q(p) is the Laplace transform of q(t) (t E 1R)1 then thanks to the relations (2.3) and (2.4) we have
Let -y,= yo + Ee_ c ' 2 , where o is the boundary of IT,*,and e > 0. Using the estimation (2.5) it is easy to get
Evidently this function j(t) is analytic in ll and bounded in tI,. 'Finally we obtain the following
Lemma 2.2. Every function] € N can be presented in the form

1(t) = P5 (t) + (1 ±t)
I CP 'Q(p)dp (t € 11. 
Then by integrating by parts we get .
Q(p)dp
where the functions q3 (p) are well-defined and bounded, i.e. u 1 (t) is of polynomial growth. Hence the following lemma is proved.
Lemma 2.3. The equation (2.6) admit., a solution u E N for all functions 1 e N:
Now, if we have a system at
Au(t) =f(t) . (t E flu)
where A is a constant matrix of order m, I € N is a given vector function and u € N is the unknown vector function, we can solve it by transforming the matrix A into Jordan form and using Lemma 2.3. . where S(1R'1 ) and S'(1R) are the pair of Schwartz spaces and
ID(x)I
(sE W0). ,t) ) denote the generalized Fourier transform of u E M ( F -' will denote the inverse Fourier transform). The Fourier image of system (1.3) has the form
IoI<s Let u (e, t ) = F(u(x
oil(e,t) = A()ü(,t) + t (e) . ( 3.5)
As a solution of system (3.5) we consider 
f -A())' Aj 1 eAtdA (t E flu). 27ri
Lemma 3.
The elements v,3(e,t) of the matrix V(e,t) satisfy the inequality (8.4).
Proof. We have 
Since the polynomials A'Q(e,A) and R(e,A) are coprime, then 1 =
A)A'1Q(e, A) + q(, A)R(, A) (3.7)
where r(e, A) and q(, A are polynomials in A with coefficients satisfying the inequality (3.1). The matrix V(,0) can be rewritten in the form
Since the contour -y -() encloses all roots of denominator Ai Q(, A), then computing (3.8) with help of the residue theorem at the point A = oo we immediately get
Now notice that the function v,8 (, t) satisfies the differential equation aj+1
&j+1 Q
the characteristic roots of which belong to the set ll. Therefore it satisfies the estimate (3.4) (see (3.2) and (3.3)) 0
Lemma 3.2. The inclusion F'(v,3(,t)(e)) E M is true, where the vector function q(x) = (qj(x),... ,q m (x)) is an element of M.
Proof. We And if i = L V,n j=I 8 , then we have
F(v:(e,t)4(e)) = w, 3 (x,t) * (1-x)koq(x)
where the operation * is taken in relation to the variable x, and according to the Peetre inequalities (1 + Ix -1)H7l (1 + I x I)( 1 + II) and (1 + Ix -I) , ( 1 + I x I)( 1 + II) when y < 0 or y > 0, respectively, we get The derivatives can be estimated similarly U
Thus, if f(x,t) = t'q(x)
, then the solution u of system (1.3) is constructed, namely
)). (
So, using the representation
with an arbitrary 1 E liv, we can reduce our problem to
au(x, t) = A(D1 )u(x, t) + g(x, t) (3.10)
where g E M . and Dg(x,0) = 0 for all j 1. In (1. where -y, = -yo +e()e"2,e(e) >0, is such that the roots Ar+i(),... ,Am(e) E Cfla and the point A = 0 are on different sides of it (see (2.7)) and G(, A) is the Laplace Fourier transform of g(x,t) ((X, t) e 1W1 x 1fl+) .
A formula analogous to (3.7) permits us to rewrite (3.12) in the form
E He). R(, A)
The integrals here are convergent because of Dg(x, 0) = 0 for any I with 1 >> 1 taken in advance.
Let 10 be such that 
k(,t) = --
with -y() defined in (3.6). The first integral in (3.13) will take the form
As it was shown above (see Lemma 3.1) the elements k1 (,t) of the matrix k(,t) satisfy the estimation (3.4), hence we can easily regularize the inverse transform u j (x, t) of ü i ( , t) (see Lemma 3.2) and have the inclusion u 1 E M. Now let us examine the second term ü 2 (,i) in (3.13). At first as
O(,t)= (1_ )112 (,A)
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(see (3.11) ), where )) satisfies an inequality like (2.5), integrating by parts we can reduce ü 2(C,0 to the form for all (e, A , t ) E IR" x x H. Now it is clear that by the same way
Theorem 1 for strictly regularity of system (1.3) is proved. which is solvable (see the system (2.9)). The rest c3 (Iii 2v -2) can be determined in the same manner. Evidently u 1 -w is the desired solution of system (1.3). Theorem 1 is completely proved.
